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Abstract Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are a

fundamental source of genomic variation. Large SNP panels

have been developed for Prunus species. Fruit quality traits

are essential peach breeding program objectives since they

determine consumer acceptance, fruit consumption, industry

trends and cultivar adoption. For many cultivars, these traits

are negatively impacted by cold storage, used to extend fruit

market life. The major symptoms of chilling injury are lack of

flavor, off flavor, mealiness, flesh browning, and flesh bleed-

ing. A set of 1,109 SNPs was mapped previously and 67 were

linked with these complex traits. The prediction of the effects

associated with these SNPs on downstream products from the

‘peach v1.0’ genome sequence was carried out. A total of

2,163 effects were detected, 282 effects (non-synonymous,

synonymous or stop codon gained) were located in exonic

regions (13.04 %) and 294 placed in intronic regions

(13.59 %). An extended list of genes and proteins that could

be related to these traits was developed. Two SNP markers that

explain a high percentage of the observed phenotypic vari-

ance, UCD_SNP_1084 and UCD_SNP_46, are associated

with zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) family protein

and AOX1A (alternative oxidase 1a) protein groups, respec-

tively. In addition, phenotypic variation suggests that the

observed polymorphism for SNP UCD_SNP_1084 [A/G]

mutation could be a candidate quantitative trait nucleotide

affecting quantitative trait loci for mealiness. The interaction

and expression of affected proteins could explain the variation

observed in each individual and facilitate understanding of

gene regulatory networks for fruit quality traits in peach.
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Introduction

Peach [Prunus persica (L) Batsch] is one of the genetically

best-characterized horticultural crops and is the model

species for Prunus crops due to its small genome size, self-

fertilization, diploid genetics, and long history of genetic

improvement (Arus et al. 2012). Several linkage maps, a

physical map, a whole-genome sequence (Arus et al. 2012),

and a large amount of transcriptomic/metabolomics/pro-

teomic data are available to the scientific community in the

Genome Database Rosaceae (GDR) (http://www.rosaceae.

org/). More than 200 QTLs in this database have been

described for peach associated with traits such as bloom

date, flowering time, chilling requirements, flesh weight,

glucose, heat requirement, etc. Major genes affecting fruit

flesh color (Linkage Group 1 -LG1-), flesh color around the

stone (LG3), flesh adhesion (LG4), non-acid fruit (LG5),

fruit shape (LG6), and fruit skin color (LG6 and LG8),

have been located on the Prunus reference TxE map

(Dirlewanger et al. 2004). QTLs for chilling injury symp-

toms such as mealiness, graininess and leatheriness (Cantin

et al. 2010) as well as several candidate genes for fruit

quality have been reported previously (Ogundiwin et al.

2009).

More than 15,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) have been identified and are publicly accessible for
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peach (Ahmad et al. 2011; Verde et al. 2012) and an

additional set will be soon available (Arus et al. 2012).

SNPs are the most common type of genetic variation

(Wang et al. 1998) with one SNP every 100–300 bp in

some crop species (Appleby et al. 2009). SNPs represent a

single base change between two individuals at a defined

location, and may be applied to diversity analysis, genetic

trait mapping, association studies, and marker assisted

selection (Duran et al. 2009). SNPs can be C,T and G,A

transitions, A,C, G,T, A,T, and C,G transversions

(Brookes 1999), and/or small insertions and deletions

(Appleby et al. 2009). The exact nature of the allelic

variants can be ascertained from sequence information. The

location and type of sequence variation determines phe-

notypic variation at the gene, protein, metabolite, tissue,

organ, and organism levels, determining organism devel-

opment and response to the environment (Duran et al.

2009).

SNPs differ from other types of molecular markers

because they can be used to relate altered gene function

with specific DNA changes in the genome. They usually

are bialellic, non-transferable across species, even among

individuals of the same species as shown for peach

(Verde et al. 2012), seem to be located in areas with low

sequence conservation in animals (Castle 2011), and can

be located in both coding and non-coding regions of the

genome. This last characteristic permits interesting

aspects of structure and genome dynamics to be interro-

gated. It is possible to infer changes in the reading frame

of regions involved in the control of quantitative trait loci

(QTL), and to identify quantitative trait nucleotide (QTN)

variants causing variation in QTLs (Mackay et al. 2009).

QTNs, depending on which genes and traits they are

affecting, may be useful for studies of conservation and

assessment of diversity, for the conduct of breeding pro-

grams, as well as to understand phenomena influencing

natural selection on evolution of complex traits (van Ti-

enderen et al. 2002).

From the total number of peach SNPs discovered,

high throughput SNP assays permitted identification of

around 7,500 peach SNP polymorphisms in several

mapping populations (Martı́nez-Garcı́a et al. 2012a;

Verde et al. 2012). SNP analysis allowed the first study

of nucleotide diversity in two candidate genes for fruit

firmness and sugar content (Aranzana et al. 2012). The

authors of these studies observed low levels of SNP

polymorphism consistent with the low diversity levels

reported for this species (Arulsekar et al. 1986; Font i

Forcada et al. 2012).

Dense SNP linkage maps and QTLs analyses for peach

fruit quality, chilling injury symptoms and aroma volatile

compounds have been generated recently (Martı́nez-Garcı́a

et al. 2012a; Eduardo et al. 2012). SNPs may also be used

to predict the protein/metabolism/phenotype effects that

they could produce through modification of known genes

or gene functions, permitting their use to target specific

phenotypes of interest in peach breeding programs.

The presence of SNP genetic variants can produce

changes in gene products, which can be linked to pheno-

typic differences. High throughput bioinformatic tools have

been developed to predict post-transcriptional effects for

large SNP populations. Two important web tools, Pu-

paSuite and SNPeffect 3.0, have been created for analysis

of SNP databases to predict the effects or expected phe-

notypes from specific sets of SNPs (Reumers et al. 2006).

More recently, the software SnpEff has been developed

(Cingolani et al. 2012). This software is a bioinformatics

tool that annotates the variants (SNPs, insertions, deletions,

and multiple nucleotide polymorphisms) and calculates the

effects they produce on known genes present in the anno-

tation of the reference genome sequence through an algo-

rithm based on interval trees and implemented in the Java

programming language.

The objective of this study was to obtain a list of can-

didate genes associated with fruit quality traits and chilling

injury symptoms in peach using SNPs effect prediction. To

accomplish this objective, mapped SNPs associated with

QTLs for these traits (Martı́nez-Garcı́a et al. 2012a) were

used to predict the expected effects of SNP changes on

annotated genes in the ‘peach v1.0’ genome sequence. We

report a complete characterization and description of each

effect obtained using the software SnpEff (Cingolani et al.

2012).

Materials and methods

Selection of SNPs

All information about the SNPs (discovery, names, genetic

position), description of the two mapping populations

(Pop-DF and Pop-DG), the fruit quality traits (yellow flesh

and freestone-melting flesh) and chilling injury symptoms

considered (mealiness, flesh bleeding and flesh browning)

and description of QTLs (names, position, nearest markers,

etc.) associated with these traits, have been described in

previous published works from our group (Ahmad et al.

2011; Martı́nez-Garcı́a et al. 2012a, b). A set of 67 SNPs

markers significantly associated with QTLs for these

important traits (Fig. 1), and an additional set of 1,042

SNPs from SNP mapping, a total set of 1,109 SNPs shared

in both populations (Martı́nez-Garcı́a et al. 2012a), were

selected for SNP effect prediction on known genes using

the functional information based on the annotation avail-

able for the Peach Reference Genome at: http://www.rosa-

ceae.org/species/prunus_persica/genome_v1.0
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Prediction of SNP effects

The initial 20.2 GB input file for this analysis was the

combined pileup file created and compiled previously

(Ahmad et al. 2011), which contains the alignments of ‘Dr.

Davis’, ‘Georgia Belle’ and ‘F8-1-42’ against the ‘peach

v1.0’ genome sequence. The software package VarScan

2.2.5 was used to check strand orientation for the SNPs

(Koboldt et al. 2009). Subsequently, the output file was

filtered and converted to a plain text file (.txt) to be ana-

lyzed using the software SnpEff ver. 3.0c. (Cingolani et al.

2012). The text file contained the scaffold locations of the

SNPs, the reference nucleotide sequenced, the sequence

reported as a change (the SNP), and the strand in which the

SNP occurs (? or -). Effect analyses were performed

using the ‘peach v1.0 genome’ sequence and gene anno-

tations with the default parameters of SnpEff.

A SnpEff predictor database file (17 MB) in binary

format (.bin) was created to locate each SNP within

annotated transcripts or intronic regions. Both HTML and

text output files were generated from SnpEff. The output

included the position of the SNP on the scaffold, the ref-

erence nucleotide, the changed nucleotide, if it was a

transition or a transversion, transitions/tranversions ratio

(Ts/Tv), warnings, gene ID, gene name, biotype, transcript

ID, exon ID, exon rank effect, amino acid change (old aa/

new aa), old codon/new codon, codon number [based on

the coding sequence (CDS)], and CDS size. Warnings were

provided if the predicted changes differed from those

predicted using the ‘peach v1.0’ genome.

Fig. 1 SNPs markers and haplotypes significantly associated to

QTLs for fruit quality and chilling injury symptoms in linkage group

LG1, LG4 and LG5 previously described (Martı́nez-Garcı́a et al.

2012b), qY = SNPs associated to QTL for yellow flesh, qF-

M = SNPs associated to QTL for freestone-melting flesh,

qB = SNPs associated to QTL for flesh bleeding, qBr = SNPs

associated to QTL for flesh browning
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Results

Prediction of SNP effects

Of 1,109 SNPs that were mapped and shared by the two

mapping populations 2,163 alterations to gene products

were predicted in a genome with an effective length of

*220 Mb in 13 scaffolds. This would represent one

change in every 197,917 bases (supplemental file 1). A

total of 2,163 individual effects, rather than 1,109, were

identified from the SNP effect analysis because a change in

one SNP can alter multiple transcripts at the same gene

region, as reported in the electronic annotation developed

for the peach genome. Scaffold_1 had the most variants

(227 changes) while scaffold_53, scaffold _62, and scaf-

fold _127 had only one variant each. No warnings were

observed in this analysis.

Impact scores were used to estimate the types of changes

that SNPs could effect. From the impact scores, 86.9 % of

the effects were classified as modifiers and only one effect

caused a high impact on genes (0.046 %). 56.3 % of the

effects caused a silent change (synonymous) in the func-

tional class of effects, 43.4 % caused a missense change

(non-synonymous), and only one effect (0.3 %) was a

nonsense change (one stop codon gained). Most SNP

effects were predicted to occur downstream (36.39 %) and

upstream (31.58 %) of genes. A total of two start codons

and another stop codon were created as a result of SNP

changes. Exons accounted for 13.04 % of the SNP effects

while 13.59 % were located within introns. Intergenic

regions had 79 (3.65 %) SNP effects (Fig. 2). The most

frequent base change was from adenine to guanine (204

changes) and the least frequent was from guanine to

cytosine (34 changes). There were 674 transitions (Ts) and

435 transversions (Tv), a Ts/Tv ratio of 1.55. The most

frequent codon changes were TCA to TCG (seven chan-

ges), GAC to GAT (six changes), TTG to TTA, and AAG

to AAA (five changes). The most frequent non-synony-

mous changes in amino acids were alanine to threonine and

valine to alanine (five changes each). Amino acids with

four changes each were aspartic acid to glutamic acid,

valine to isoleucine, arginine to lysine, and lysine to

asparagine. In our results, 122 SNPs were non-synonymous

and located in exonic regions according to the available

annotation (supplemental file 2). Thus, several genes and

related proteins with potential changes have been reported

in several different species as determined from gene

homology.

SNP effects for homologous transcripts were obtained

from 151 different organisms, from microbes such as

Acinetobacter sp. to mammals such as Homo sapiens,

based on the predicted biochemical and biological

effects of the SNPs. Annotation of the peach v1.0 (http://

www.rosaceae.org/species/prunus_persica/genome_v1.0)

was generated by gene models that based homology pre-

diction on information publically available from several

organisms.1 For this reason, our dataset also includes

results reported from all classes of organisms. Arabidopsis

thaliana L. provided 57 % of the homologous transcripts

(Fig. 3). Many other homologous transcripts were found in

plants of biological genetic and economic relevance

Fig. 2 Percentage of variants in

each region of the ‘peach v1.0’

genome

1 Additional information can be consulted at http://services.applied

genomics.org/projects/drupomics/.
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including japonica rice (61), tomato (12), grape (45),

Populus (22), soybean (24), and other Prunus species (9).

Therefore, SNPs located in homologous transcript loca-

tions in peach could produce protein changes or cause

changes in regulatory sequences potentially involved in

traits of economic and breeding relevance (listed in sup-

plemental file 2). Among the predicted effects were several

examples of interest in peach including effects related to

DEAD-box, ATP-dependent RNA helicase, and heat stress

transcription factors from rice; agamous-like MADS-box

proteins, ethylene-responsive transcription factors, and

ATP binding from Arabidopsis; auxin-induced sucrose

synthase and cytochrome proteins from soybean; heat

shock proteins from petunia; cyanogenic beta-glucosidase

from Trifolium repens L.; and auxin-binding protein

ABP20 from peach (supplemental file 2).

Discussion

SNPs are providing information beyond statistical associ-

ations for linkage or QTL analyses. Our results allowed the

identification of new putative candidate genes associated

with fruit quality traits and chilling injury symptoms. The

effects of 67 SNPs identified as significantly associated

with fruit quality and chilling injury symptoms (Martı́nez-

Garcı́a et al. 2012a) are discussed in depth.

The Ts:Tv ratio for the peach sequences was 1.5:1.2 This

value was similar to the one obtained previously in studies

of human SNPs from EST sequence trace databases and in

a study comparing rodent and human sequences (Collins

and Jukes 1994; Picoult-Newberg et al. 1999). In avian

studies (chicken and mallard), the value was higher at 2.2:1

(Kraus et al. 2011; Sherry et al. 2001). Genomewide Ts/Tv

ratios around values of 2.0 are common, while Ts/Tv ratios

within exonic regions may be above 3.0. In plant species,

such as maize, alfalfa, eikorn wheat (Triticum monococcum

L.), barley and Lotus, the Ts/Tv ratios of Non-long Ter-

minal Repeat (Non-LTR) retrotransposon sequences have

been estimated as 3.9, 3.6, 1.9, 1.6, and 2.5, respectively

(Vitte and Bennetzen 2006). Information about Ts:Tv

ratios is scarce for Prunus species.

It has been suggested that the higher number of Ts

events could be explained by a higher rate of C,T (tran-

sition) mutations due to the deamination of methyl-cyto-

sines in CpG dinucleotides (Cooper and Krawczak 1989;

Vignal et al. 2002); although methylation may also be

Fig. 3 Percentage of homologous transcripts found in each organism

2 Pablo Cingolani, developer of SnpEff, notes in the output of SnpEff

3.0 that: ‘‘this Ti/Tv ratio is a raw ratio. Some people prefer to use a

ratio of rates, not observed events. In that case, you need to multiply

by 2.0 (since there are twice as many possible transitions than

transversions E[Ts/Tv] ratio is twice the ratio of events)’’. In our case,

the value given in the output is Ti/Tv = 1.5494, multiplied by 2.0, the

ratio of rates = 3.0988.
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important, since C,T and G,A changes can occur after

methylation (Coulondre et al. 1978) in both plants and

animals (SanMiguel et al. 1998). In our study the most

common nucleotide substitution was the transition A,G,

which is the result of depurination, and is more common

than deamination, which contributes a higher frequency of

Ts events. The presence of transition mutations in maize

ranges from 60 to 100 % of all the present mutations

(Morton et al. 2006).

The estimation of the Ts:Tv ratio provides insight into

processes of molecular evolution (Kimura 1980). DNA

sequence evolution is more commonly influenced by

transition mutations in comparison to transversion muta-

tions (Wakeley 1996), the former being more frequent.

Therefore, the Ts:Tv ratio provides information about the

extent of transition bias, which varies depending on the

organism, sequences/genes in an organism, or among

species (Strandberg and Salter 2004). The Ts:Tv ratio helps

to describe the rates of change and divergence; hence, it is

a theoretical estimator of mutation rates and evolutionary

divergence, which is not directly related to observed rates

of change at the phenotypic level, since other factors (e.g.

natural selection pressure) are important factors driving

observed evolutionary change. For peach, the sequences

analyzed come from a domesticated species under strong

directed artificial selection pressure. Additionally, the

Ts:Tv [ 1.5:1 ratio estimated on LTR retrotransposon

sequences may suggest epigenetic silencing (Gruenbaum

et al. 1981).

Proteins associated with candidate SNPs related

to yellow flesh and freestone-melting flesh

The SNP marker UCD_SNP_759, associated with yellow

flesh, showed an effect on RNA-binding protein 25. This

proteins has been associated with unrelated biological

processes in humans such as RNA splicing, apoptotic

processes, mRNA processing, and regulation of alternative

nuclear mRNA splicing via spliceosomes; however, no

association with biological processes in plants has been

observed until now. Although both SNP markers

UCD_SNP_242 and UCD_SNP_692 presented same

genetic map position (Fig. 1), only UCD_SNP_692 pre-

sented an effect associated with a sterile alpha motif

(SAM) domain-containing protein. The sterile alpha motif

(SAM) domain-containing protein (D7MM55 accession

number in UniProtKB/TrEMBL) was also observed in

Arabidopsis thaliana and Arabidopsis lyrata, associated

with several functions related to growth patterns, devel-

opmental stages, and plant structure inferred from expres-

sion patterns (Hu et al. 2011). Other markers with putative

significant effects were UCD_SNP_304, UCD_SNP_527,

and UCD_SNP_1154, which were associated with other

annotated functions such as defense response ATP-depen-

dent helicase activity, ribonuclease H activity in Arabid-

opsis, and defense response by callose deposition in cell

walls. In the haplotype block observed for yellow flesh

(Fig. 1), several additional effects were obtained; two

SNPs UCD_SNP_431 and UCD_SNP_690 were associated

with two different sugar transporters (Sugar transport

protein 13 and Sucrose transporter 2) and the SNP

UCD_SNP_ 191 was associated to the family of tran-

scription factor bZIP (Table 1).

Effects associated with freestone-melting flesh included

the SNP marker UCD_SNP_ 1084, associated with a pre-

dicted effect on two proteins; a zinc RING finger family

protein and pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein.

Three other markers presented different effects on several

uncharacterized and unknown proteins, proteins involved

in translation (mitochondrial ribosomal protein S10), and

RNA-dependent DNA replication (LINE-1 reverse trans-

criptase homolog). Several F-box proteins were affected

for some of the SNPs associated with the haplotypes blocks

for this trait (Table 2). The possible role and function of

the zinc RING finger family protein and pentatricopeptide

repeat-containing protein are discussed in the following

section.

Proteins associated with candidate SNPs related

to mealiness and flesh bleeding

The predicted effect of SNP marker UCD_SNP_1032,

significantly associated with the QTL for mealiness in the

linkage group 1 (qML1) (Fig. 1), was related to a light-

inducible protein (CPRF2), an uncharacterized aarF

domain-containing protein kinase 1, and a probable cal-

cium-binding protein (CML43).

CPRF2 protein belongs to the bZIP family; its function

is binding to the G-box-like motif (50-ACGTGGC-30) of

the chalcone synthase (CHS) gene promoter. G-box and

G-box-like motifs are defined in promoters of certain plant

genes that are regulated by light-induction or hormone

control. A member of the bZIP family, bZIP protein BZ2

was found to be up-regulated, using the ChillPeach data-

base, to identify differentially expressed genes in cold-

treated compared to control mesocarp tissues of peach

(Ogundiwin et al. 2008).

The SNP markers UCD_SNP_1084 and UCD_SNP_1441

are associated with QTLs for freestone-melting flesh (F-

M4.4), mealiness (qML4), and flesh bleeding (qBL4) (Fig. 1).

Three predicted effects of the SNP UCD_SNP_1084 were

found; the locations of the variants were in upstream regions

and in intron regions. The SNP location showed that the zinc

finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) family protein was mod-

ified by this particular SNP. In the Ogundiwin et al. (2008)

study of cold-responsive genes in peach, a putative zinc
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Table 1 The predicted effects for each SNP from the haplotype block associated with Yellow flesh

SNP (peach genome

position)

Effect Homologous

gene

Reference organism Description

UCD_SNP_48

(scaffold_1:11822333)

UPSTREAM: 4440 bases GI1L2_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Probable gibberellin receptor GID1L2

UCD_SNP_48

(scaffold_1:11822333)

SYNONYMOUS_CODING VAC8_CRYNE Cryptococcus
neoformans

Vacuolar protein 8

UCD_SNP_158

(scaffold_1:11825623)

SYNONYMOUS_CODING VAC8_CRYNE Cryptococcus
neoformans

Vacuolar protein 8

UCD_SNP_158

(scaffold_1:11825623)

UPSTREAM: 4548 bases Y1677_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Probable LRR receptor-like serine/

threonine-protein kinase At1g67720

UCD_SNP_191

(scaffold_1:26648503)

UPSTREAM: 1488 bases AT1G14410.1 Arabidopsis thaliana WHY1 (WHIRLY 1); DNA binding/

telomeric DNA binding

UCD_SNP_191

(scaffold_1:26648503)

UPSTREAM: 2706 bases AT1G27000.1 Arabidopsis thaliana bZIP family transcription factor

UCD_SNP_191

(scaffold_1:26648503)

SYNONYMOUS_CODING AT5G20220.2 Arabidopsis thaliana Zinc knuckle (CCHC-type) family protein

UCD_SNP_241

(scaffold_1:26867949)

DOWNSTREAM: 1527

bases

AT2G02860.1 Arabidopsis thaliana SUT2 (SUCROSE TRANSPORTER 2)

UCD_SNP_241

(scaffold_1:26867949)

UPSTREAM: 2544 bases ATB13_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Homeobox-leucine zipper protein ATHB-

13

UCD_SNP_307

(scaffold_1:11173257)

DOWNSTREAM: 3701

bases

BSDC1_BOVIN Bos taurus (Bovine) BSD domain-containing protein 1

UCD_SNP_307

(scaffold_1:11173257)

UPSTREAM: 897 bases BI1L_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana BI1-like protein

UCD_SNP_307

(scaffold_1:11173257)

DOWNSTREAM: 4214

bases

AT2G01050.1 Arabidopsis thaliana Nucleic acid binding/zinc ion binding

UCD_SNP_431

(scaffold_1:11912526)

UPSTREAM: 3426 bases STP13_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Sugar transport protein 13

UCD_SNP_431

(scaffold_1:11912526)

UPSTREAM: 3491 bases STP13_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Sugar transport protein 13

UCD_SNP_431

(scaffold_1:11912526)

UPSTREAM: 621 bases STP13_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Sugar transport protein 13

UCD_SNP_571

(scaffold_1:26742400)

DOWNSTREAM: 1448

bases

D1IF42_VITVI Vitis vinifera (Grape) Whole genome shotgun sequence of line

PN40024, scaffold_26.assembly12x

UCD_SNP_571

(scaffold_1:26742400)

SYNONYMOUS_CODING IQD31_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Protein IQ-DOMAIN 31

UCD_SNP_690

(scaffold_1:11880352)

INTRON ACSL6_RAT Rattus norvegicus
(Rat)

Long-chain-fatty-acid–CoA ligase 6

UCD_SNP_804

(scaffold_1:26260043)

UPSTREAM: 3696 bases N/A N/A N/A

UCD_SNP_1291

(scaffold_1:26155955)

UPSTREAM: 447 bases Y1719_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Probable inactive receptor kinase

At1g27190

UCD_SNP_1291

(scaffold_1:26155955)

UPSTREAM: 4055 bases AT1G69980.1 Arabidopsis thaliana Unknown protein

UCD_SNP_1291

(scaffold_1:26155955)

UPSTREAM: 4055 bases AT1G69980.1 Arabidopsis thaliana Unknown protein

UCD_SNP_1291

(scaffold_1:26155955)

DOWNSTREAM: 2994

bases

MYBJ_DICDI Dictyostelium
discoideum (Slime

mold)

Myb-like protein J
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Table 2 The predicted effects for each SNP from the haplotype block associated with Freestone-Melting flesh

SNP (Peach genome

position)

Effect Homologous

gene

Reference

organism

Description

UCD_SNP_273

(scaffold_4:12199704)

DOWNSTREAM: 727

bases

AT4G17750.1 Arabidopsis
thaliana

HSF1 (HEAT SHOCK FACTOR 1); DNA

binding/protein binding/transcription

factor

UCD_SNP_454

(scaffold_4:10881939)

INTRON CTL2_MOUSE Mus musculus
(Mouse)

Choline transporter-like protein 2

UCD_SNP_507

(scaffold_4:10718725)

DOWNSTREAM: 4264

bases

CHIT1_HUMAN Homo sapiens
(Human)

Chitotriosidase-1

UCD_SNP_507

(scaffold_4:10718725)

INTRON SPA3_ARATH Arabidopsis
thaliana

Protein SPA1-RELATED 3

UCD_SNP_546

(scaffold_4:12072804)

DOWNSTREAM: 3691

bases

AT5G54540.1 Arabidopsis
thaliana

UCD_SNP_546

(scaffold_4:12072804)

INTRON MCES1_ARATH Arabidopsis
thaliana

mRNA cap guanine-N7 methyltransferase 1

UCD_SNP_546

(scaffold_4:12072804)

DOWNSTREAM: 4008

bases

BGL41_ARATH Arabidopsis
thaliana

Putative beta-glucosidase 41

UCD_SNP_705

(scaffold_4:10940959)

INTRON NOG2_MOUSE Mus musculus
(Mouse)

Nucleolar GTP-binding protein 2

UCD_SNP_705

(scaffold_4:10940959)

UPSTREAM: 3387 bases LRC40_XENLA Xenopus laevis
(African clawed

frog)

Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 40

UCD_SNP_754

(scaffold_4:13807204)

DOWNSTREAM: 4242

bases

FB138_ARATH Arabidopsis
thaliana

Putative F-box protein At3g10430

UCD_SNP_754

(scaffold_4:13807204)

UPSTREAM: 4064 bases FB223_ARATH Arabidopsis
thaliana

Putative F-box protein At4g09190

UCD_SNP_754

(scaffold_4:13807204)

DOWNSTREAM: 1291

bases

AT3G19410.1 Arabidopsis
thaliana

F-box family protein

UCD_SNP_1195

(scaffold_4:10565069)

SYNONYMOUS_CODING TT12_ARATH Arabidopsis
thaliana

Protein TRANSPARENT TESTA 12

UCD_SNP_1195

(scaffold_4:10565069)

UPSTREAM: 4905 bases N/A N/A N/A

UCD_SNP_1195

(scaffold_4:10565069)

UPSTREAM: 2576 bases Y1235_ORYSJ Oryza sativa L.

ssp. japonica
(Rice)

B3 domain-containing protein

Os01g0723500

UCD_SNP_1432

(scaffold_4:13746645)

UPSTREAM: 951 bases AT5G35735.1 Arabidopsis
thaliana

Auxin-responsive family protein

UCD_SNP_1432

(scaffold_4:13746645)

UPSTREAM: 1912 bases AT1G11925.1 Arabidopsis
thaliana

Encodes a Stigma-specific Stig1 family

protein

UCD_SNP_1432

(scaffold_4:13746645)

UPSTREAM: 4754 bases PROSC_BOVIN Bos taurus
(Bovine)

Proline synthetase co-transcribed bacterial

homolog protein

The location on the peach genome, the homologous gene, the reference organism and description of the protein associated with known protein

coding regions are shown in the table

Table 1 continued

SNP (peach genome

position)

Effect Homologous

gene

Reference organism Description

UCD_SNP_1279

(scaffold_1:26351546)

UTR_3_PRIME: 32 bases

from CDS

GSTU6_ORYSJ Oryza sativa L. ssp.

japonica (Rice)

Probable glutathione S-transferase GSTU6

The location on the peach genome, the homologous gene, the reference organism and description of the protein associated with known protein

coding regions are shown in the table
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RING finger ankyrin protein was shown to be up-regulated in

cold treated mesocarp tissue.

The previous candidate genes associated with mealiness

were previously bin-mapped on Linkage Group 4 (MADS-

RIN, ACO3, TAT, Unk17, and Unk28) and on LG6

(UnK15 and Unk24) of the fruit quality gene map of

Prunus (Ogundiwin et al. 2009). In the present study, the

presence of these candidate genes was not detected. It can

be a result of the marker technology used in each study.

Since both studies used the same mapping population (Pop-

DG). Differences in the results of an assessment of genetic

variation depending on the type of molecular marker used

(SSR and AFLP in their case) have been reported by Ra-

makrishnan et al. (2004). Additionally, we used a greater

number of markers, which provide high resolution and

accuracy to the study.

Classification by SnpEff suggests that the UCD_SNP_1084

variant is located in the intronic region of the gene, causing

a modifier effect in the function of the zinc RING finger

family protein. For the pentatricopeptide repeat-containing

protein, the change is upstream of the gene, also producing

a modifier effect.

Rice (Oryza sativa) zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING

finger) family proteins have been related to growth,

development, and stress response (Ma et al. 2009). Those

results suggested that zinc finger genes respond to abiotic

stresses, and may be mediated by abscisic acid (ABA)-

dependent pathways. ABA is often referred to as the typical

‘stress hormone’ due to its important role in regulating

plant response to several stresses (Zhang et al. 2006). In

addition, a previous study of gene expression in virus

infected grapevine leaves showed that the zinc finger

family of proteins was induced during viral infection

(Espinoza et al. 2007). In apple (Malus domestica Borkh.),

Li et al. (2011) have determined that stress conditions, by

themselves, are sufficient to induce or control expression of

regulators of target proteins as RING finger proteins

(containing E3 ligases).

The relationship between cold acclimation and chilling

injury and identified cold-responsive genes expressed in

peach has been studied previously (Tittarelli et al. 2009).

These authors found 164 contigs with preferential expres-

sion in cold stored peach fruits at 4 �C. The C3HC4-type

RING finger family was associated with cellular protein

metabolism, but with a statistically non-significant cold-

induction response similar to the cold response in Ara-

bidopsis (down-regulated) for these genes. An additional

study during bud dormancy in peach by suppression sub-

tractive hybridization (SSH) showed that a zing-finger

transcription factor was induced by cold (Leida et al.

2010). These authors observed that the expression of this

transcription factor was about five times lower at the end of

the dormancy than in the first collected samples.

An experiment in collaboration between research teams

at UC Davis and IBMCP CSIC-UPV to identify differen-

tially expressed genes during chilling response, using

samples of mesocarp from fruits of two progeny peach

trees of Pop-DG, was carried out (unpublished data C.

Crisosto personal communication). The researchers found

that zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) family proteins

involved with cell wall redox homeostasis showed a posi-

tive correlation with mealiness at several stages of cold

storage and ripening, supporting the results from the

present study.

The results from SnpEff also associated UCD_SNP_1084

with a pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein. An

analysis at transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic

levels in grapevine berry development and postharvest

drying (withering) identified a pentatricopeptide repeat-

containing protein as a putative withering-specific bio-

marker (Zamboni et al. 2010).

The SNP marker UCD_SNP_1084 revealed a Guanine

(G) to Adenine (A) transition. The cultivar ‘‘Dr. Davis’’

(female cultivar used to obtain Pop-DG) showed a geno-

type (GG) and ‘‘Georgia Belle’’ (male cultivar of Pop-DG)

presented a genotype (GA) for this locus. The frequency of

both genotypes (GG and GA) in the entire population was

42 and 58 %, respectively. ‘Dr. Davis’ (GG) is resistant to

mealiness while ‘Georgia Belle’ (GA) has a high suscep-

tibility to mealiness. The progenies with the GG genotype

showed resistance to mealiness and progenies with the GA

genotype presented a medium–low susceptibility to meal-

iness (Fig. 4). Since ‘Georgia Belle’ is more susceptible to

mealiness than the heterozygous progeny, additional loci

may be conditioning the high level of susceptibility in

‘Georgia Belle’, while other less dominant resistance genes

are present in the progeny.

Results from prior studies of this group and those pre-

sented here suggest that a zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING

finger) family protein is associated with a gene mapped on

LG4, which is positionally related to the loci associated to

freestone-melting flesh, mealiness and flesh bleeding. In

addition, results from a recently published study, using

principal components analysis of gene expression in four

different fruit with different sensibility to chilling injury,

suggested that RING finger-like protein (ID: AT5G19430)

has a role in cold response adaptation (Dagar et al. 2012).

The gene marked by UCD_SNP_1084 is a potential can-

didate gene for developing resistance to chilling injury

symptoms. The SNP marker UCD_SNP_1084 could be an

important biomarker (a QTN) for fruit quality and chilling

injury symptoms such as mealiness and flesh bleeding in

peach.

The QTN for mealiness (causing an observable differ-

ence in expression) must be validated with a larger number

of samples (e.g. with different cultivars or breeding lines)
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to follow the changes in phenotype (particular symptom-

protein changes) associated with differences in genotype.

This QTN may facilitate the characterization metabolic

pathways and improve protocols for phenotyping by

identification of biochemical changes affecting structure or

availability of substrates, with subsequent application to

peach breeding programs. A good example of this was

presented by Fournier-Level et al. (2009) in grape. Trait

identification, validation, studies of inheritance, stability,

and mechanisms through which the trait is affected by

QTNs, may improve genetic gain for these characters in

breeding programs (Weller and Ron 2011).

Validated QTNs can serve as screening markers for

peach germplasm, as the assumption of linkage disequi-

librium (LD) between the marker and the QTL is no longer

needed for selection, which makes selection at the genome

level more efficient. This is important since LD relation-

ships change over time and differs among populations

(even among clusters of material in structured breeding

programs), which affects precision of selection. Therefore,

application of these QTNs eliminates the need for Genome-

Wide Association Studies (GWAS) and permits direct

application of Marker-assisted selection. If a marker (such

as a SNP or microsatellite) is in LD, the allelic frequencies

will not accurately reflect the allelic frequencies of the

QTN in the breeding population. Thus, when QTN infor-

mation is applied to breeding programs, in which just a

portion of the population is genotyped, the QTN (statisti-

cal) effects can be treated as fixed, which reduces the bias

in the analyses. More research is needed to determine the

potential of this particular QTN for selection in peach

breeding programs and to determine how close the SNP is

to the functional gene component.

Only one predicted effect was observed for the SNP

marker UCD_SNP_1441. This SNP was associated with

one putative uncharacterized protein found in grape (Vitis

vinifera), but there is no information about its function.

The four SNPs (UCD_SNP_821, UCD_SNP_641,

UCD_SNP_1347, and UCD_SNP_1067), associated with

QTL for flesh bleeding (qBL1) (Fig. 1), were associated

with effects in proteins such as putative protein phospha-

tase 2C 13, dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase 1 (mitochon-

drial), TMV resistance protein N, probable protein Pop3,

and some unknown proteins. These proteins are related to

plant defense responses, cell redox homeostasis, and pro-

tein dephosphorylation. In addition to the QTL on G4,

several candidate genes for flesh bleeding were mapped on

G1, previously (Ogundiwin et al. 2009). One of these genes

PME3 (pectin methylesterase) can be related to the prob-

able protein Pop3. Probable protein Pop3 (locus

XP_002280639) in Vitis vinifera was predicted by auto-

mated computational analysis and derived from a genomic

sequence (NW_003724019), annotated using the gene

Fig. 4 Freestone-melting flesh (F-M), mealiness and bleeding symptoms

distribution associated with the genotype obtained by SNP marker

UCD_SNP_1084. Georgia belle (freestone-melting flesh cultivar) ‘GA’

(susceptible) and Dr Davis (clingstone, non-melting flesh cultivar) presented

a ‘GG’ (resistant)
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prediction method: GNOMON, supported by mRNA and

EST evidence), and showed a similarity of 78.9 % with

putative protein Pop3 (HS1). It also has a 100 % similarity

with a plant invertase/pectin methylesterase inhibitor

domain-containing protein (locus NP_683571.1) in Ara-

bidopsis thaliana (Salanoubat et al. 2000).

Flesh bleeding could be related to phenolic metabolism

(C. Crisosto personal communication), however no rela-

tionship has previously been observed between the proteins

described here and response to fruit quality or storage cold

stress.

Proteins associated with candidate SNPs related to flesh

browning

Flesh browning SNPs were associated with different

functional proteins for enzyme inhibitor activity, DNA

binding, RNA binding (UCD_SNP_265), metal ion bind-

ing, structural constituent of ribosome (UCD_SNP_1295),

transcription factor activity (UCD_SNP_1422), ATP

binding, glutamate-cysteine ligase activity, and structural

molecule activity (UCD_SNP_240). The marker

UCD_SNP_46, a marker that belongs to the haplotype

Table 3 The predicted effects for each SNP from the haplotype block associated with flesh browning

SNP (Peach genome

position)

Effect Homologous gene Reference organism Description

UCD_SNP_46

(scaffold_5:2042442)

SYNONYMOUS_CODING AOX1A_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Alternative oxidase 1a,

mitochondrial

UCD_SNP_243

(scaffold_5:2196116)

SYNONYMOUS_CODING D1IVR9_VITVI Vitis vinifera Whole genome shotgun sequence

of line PN40024,

scaffold_33.assembly12x

UCD_SNP_342

(scaffold_5:2043034)

DOWNSTREAM: 330 bases AOX1A_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Alternative oxidase 1a,

mitochondrial

UCD_SNP_508

(scaffold_5:2245360)

UPSTREAM: 4594 bases M310_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Uncharacterized mitochondrial

protein AtMg00310

UCD_SNP_508

(scaffold_5:2245360)

UPSTREAM: 244 bases Q9FW98_ORYSJ Oryza sativa L. ssp.

japonica
Putative non-LTR retroelement

reverse transcriptase

UCD_SNP_732

(scaffold_5:2236495)

INTRON AT4G19140.1 Arabidopsis thaliana Unknown protein

UCD_SNP_732

(scaffold_5:2236495)

DOWNSTREAM: 2585 bases M310_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Uncharacterized mitochondrial

protein AtMg00310

UCD_SNP_905

(scaffold_5:2106547)

UPSTREAM: 1173 bases FH14_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Formin-like protein 14

UCD_SNP_1173

(scaffold_5:2185638)

DOWNSTREAM: 3868 bases Y1691_LEGPH Legionella
pneumophila ssp.

pneumophila

Uncharacterized transporter

lpg1691

UCD_SNP_1173

(scaffold_5:2185638)

DOWNSTREAM: 1470 bases Y381_RICFE Rickettsia felis
(Rickettsia azadi)

Putative ankyrin repeat protein

RF_0381

UCD_SNP_1247

(scaffold_5:2094400)

DOWNSTREAM: 1588 bases FH14_ARATH Arabidopsis thaliana Formin-like protein 14

UCD_SNP_1247

(scaffold_5:2094400)

SYNONYMOUS_CODING DUR31_SCHPO Schizosaccharomyces
pombe

Probable urea active transporter 1

UCD_SNP_1257

(scaffold_5:2208207)

INTERGENIC

UCD_SNP_1313

(scaffold_5:2005159)

INTRON RECQ1_HUMAN Homo sapiens ATP-dependent DNA helicase Q1

UCD_SNP_1424

(scaffold_5:2024428)

INTRON RECQ1_RAT Rattus norvegicus
(Rat)

ATP-dependent DNA helicase Q1

UCD_SNP_1424

(scaffold_5:2024428)

UPSTREAM: 4187 bases AT2G13770.1 Arabidopsis thaliana Unknown protein

UCD_SNP_1492

(scaffold_5:2198771)

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING D1IVR9_VITVI Vitis vinifera Whole genome shotgun sequence

of line PN40024,

scaffold_33.assembly12x

The location on the peach genome (scaffold 5), the homologous gene, the reference organism and description of the protein associated with

known protein coding regions are shown in the table
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found for flesh browning (Table 3), was associated with

AOX1A [Alternative Oxidase 1a (mitochondrial)]. This

protein has been associated with TCA cycle stability,

suppression of reactive oxygen species, and with a role in

maintaining energy homeostasis (Crichton et al. 2005).

The location of UCD_SNP_46 (variant) was identified

by SnpEff as the exon of AOX1A and is a synonomous

coding change in the protein, resulting in a low functional

impact. The function of AOX1A was related ‘‘by similar-

ity’’ to other protein family members (from UniProtKB/

Swiss-Prot database) that catalyze cyanide-resistant oxygen

consumption and may increase respiration when the cyto-

chrome respiratory pathway is restricted or in response to

low temperatures. In potato tubers, cold stress stimulates

the AOX activity and the enzyme can serve a protective

function against cell damage in response to reactive oxygen

species production (Pinheiro et al. 2004). In addition

AOX1A was mapped to the central segment of chromo-

some VIII in potato for which the gene PPO (polyphenol

oxidase) was previously described (Werij et al. 2007).

The candidate gene RHB1 was up-regulated in cold

treated mesocarp tissue (Ogundiwin et al. 2008) and

mapped to linkage group 2. It is co-located with one minor

browning QTL reported by Ogundiwin et al. (2009).

However, RHB1was not associated with flesh browning in

this study. The browning potential of peaches depends on

the total amount of phenolic compounds present in the fruit

and the level of activity of polyphenol oxidase (PPO).

Normally, the phenols and polyphenol oxidase are located

in separate compartments in the cell (Kader and Chordas

1984). Flesh browning damage expression is related to cell

membrane leakage due to damage or senescence, which

leads to changes in membrane permeability and merging of

phenolic compounds (substrate) and the PPO (catalyzer) in

the cell, producing a browning reaction. The interaction

between both proteins, AOX1A and PPO, must be studied

in greater depth to clarify the antioxidant attribute related

to this symptom in peach.

No SNP associations were observed to leucoanthocy-

anidin dioxygenase (PpLDOX) or to an enzyme in the

anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway that is co-located with a

major QTL controlling cold-induced flesh browning in

Pop-DG (Ogundiwin et al. 2008). However, the SNP

marker UCD_SNP_1295 was associated with cytochrome

P450 72A1 (secologanin synthase), conditioning for an

oxidoreductase activity (acting on paired donors with

incorporation or reduction of molecular oxygen). Both

leucoanthocyanidin dioxygenase (locus ppa007738 m.g;

scaffold_5: 9817673–9819380) and cytochrome P450

72A1 could affect the same function. These results sug-

gested that UCD_SNP_1295 is a possible candidate SNP

marker to use in marker-assisted breeding.

Conclusions

The combination of classical QTL analysis, genomic

annotation resources in peach, and bioinformatics tools

allowed us to obtain an extended list of new candidate

genes that can contribute to the understanding of important

quality traits in peach. In a woody fruit species, such as

other Prunus species, breeding strategies have been limited

by long reproductive cycles characterized by long juvenile

periods, complex reproductive biology, and a high degree

of heterozygosity. The information obtained through the

study of variants in the peach genome can be used to

determine effects of the observed alleles on transcripts.

This information may aid selection of specific variants for

genotyping studies and permit the discovery of new can-

didate genes for fruit quality as well as other biologically

significant loci. Candidate genes, functional genes, or

modifiers, can be very precisely identified with tools such

as SnpEff, and then marked and transferred via either

conventional or alternative breeding strategies into new

genetic backgrounds for cultivar development.

The results presented in this paper are part of a larger

project that began with the sequencing of specific peach

cultivars, followed by development of SNP markers in

breeding populations segregating for important quality

traits, construction of high-density SNP maps, analysis of

QTLs, and determination of genome regions controlling

fruit quality characteristics. These results may also be

translated to candidate gene discovery in other stone fruits

such as plum or apricot.
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